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Australia beat New Zealand by 5 wickets Man of the Match: A high full toss, on middle, Guptill mistimes his
swing over mid-wicket and Glenn Maxwell takes it with ease. All the Aussies get across and pat Guptill on his
back. Have England been knocked out? Something unusual has happened. An Aussie bowler has picked up a
wicket as a mistimed Kiwi shot has founded a human being. Another length ball, nothing much different than
the previous one, but Munro is a tad late in swinging this over the leg side. As a result, he mistimes it and
finds Glenn Maxwell at long on. Maxwell catches it and points his finger towards his team mates. That was
really a risky way to field. Maxwell was standing with the sun right in his eyes, yet did not prefer to wear
glasses. They check for the no ball but Tye is just fine. End of the run stand in just 64 balls. Straight to the
man! Agar has a wicket as well. A nothing delivery, full and around off, Seifert just swings it towards deep
square leg but it is the longest part of this shortest ground in the universe. Aaron Finch gobbles it with ease.
Mark Chapman hit wicket b Billy Stanlake 16 14 1 0 That is such an unlucky dismissal. A short ball, around
off, Chapman looks to pull but is beaten by pace. He is late onto the shot and the ball goes past his bat and
knocks his helmet off,. Worse, the helmet lands, bounces and then hits the stumps. Hope the kid is doing
alright. Good finish for Stanlake - 6 from his final over, to end with figures of Colin de Grandhomme b Kane
Richardson 3 4 0 0 75 This is bowled at The ball takes the inner edge and the LED lights glow again on
contact. Ross Taylor not out 17 6 0 2 Second wicket in the over. Williamson backs away to the leg side and
looks to go inside out but is beaten by the slowness on that one. Skews it towards wide long off where Andrew
Tye takes a dolly. Sodhi gets the skipper! The googly, dropped short, on middle, Warner goes back to pull but
the ball stays low and skids through. Sodhi is pumped up and so is the entire Eden Park crowd. Is that the
game? Banged short from over the wicket, it brings about the downfall of Short, who looks to pull it but ends
up getting a top edge. The ball flies high in the air and Seifert runs to his right and hangs on to that. A good
knock from the youngster comes to an end. End of the Lynn show tonight. Nothing significant from the batter.
This is full outside off, he squeezes this out. His side is still runs away from the target at this stage. Glenn
Maxwell b Tim Southee 31 14 3 2 Revenge taken, if it is a thing in sport. A slower delivery on a length
around off, Maxwell gets his front leg out of the way to smash it over covers. He is through with his shot at 10
am while the ball arrives at 11 am. Ends up getting a thin inside edge onto the stumps. Aussies need 45 off 28
now. Aaron Finch not out 36 14 3 3 No celebration from the hosts. This is pushed past backward point and
Stoinis wants two immediately. Wheeler runs to his left in the deep and fires a flat throw to the keeper who
takes the bails off in a flash. It is taken upstairs. The replay shows Stoinis is short of his crease. Toss won by
New Zealand Umpires: Wayne Knights NZ Match referee:
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Martin Guptill lofts a ball over the bowler, and Hardik Pandya runs in from Long Off to take an unbelievable
diving catch. They beat Kiwis by 54 runs. He bowls with a lot shorter run-up. He peppers Ish Sodhi with short
ones. That is just seven runs of the over. His partner calls twice in the over for two runs, only to be sent back.
Bumrah delivers another good over, as Kiwis showing no fight now. Their aim should be to bat through the
next over without losing any more wickets. And on the fifth delivery of the over Santner picks the full ball to
dispatch it for a four. He follows it up by a six in the same direction. The lower-order batsman follows it up
with a big six in the same direction. He makes the batsmen make mistakes, and is rewarded by a wicket in the
over. Towards the end of the over, Ish Sodhi edges the ball to third man for a four. Dhoni makes no mistake as
he catches the ball cleanly. It looks all but over for the Kiwis. The ball goes to fielder Ashish Nehra, as he
fumbles trying to stop it with his foot. The crowd and Kohli see the funny side of it. A successful over from
Chahal comes to an end. He tosses the ball up, as Latham gives him a charge. Dhoni is quick to remove the
bails on the wrong one. After a four from Nicholls, Bumrah comes back strongly to give away just one run
after that. There is no coming back for Kiwis from this poistin. That is brilliant piece of fielding by India
skipper Virat Kohli. Henry Nichols looks to steal a run from Kohli, as he attacks the ball, and takes an aim at
the stumps in a jiffy. Henry is out by a mile. He mixes it up with his leg-spinners and the worng ones really
well. That over just accounts for six runs. New Zealand need from six overs. That though, looks an impossible
task. That is ordinary stuff by the batsmen. They have totally failed to take the attack to the Indians. India, on
the other hand have countered the sweep shot well, by placing fielders in the right areas. A similar sort of
wicket for Axar. New Batsman Colin de Grandhomme skies one. Shikhar Dhawan has all the time in the
world to complete the catch. Tom Bruce takes the bait and gives a simple catch to Rohit Sharma. Latham
finally gets going in the over as he pulls Chahal for a six over mid-wicket. New Zealand need many more of
those, if they want to challenge India here. The batsmen run, as the fielder hits the stumps. The on-field upire
goes to the TV umpire. No danger there for Bruce. Just six runs from the over. The batsman cuts, and the ball
flies past backward point for a four. The new batsman Tom Bruce makes the most of short-pitch bowling as he
smacks one for four over covers. That makes it 11 of the over. More overs needed like these for the Kiwis.
Hardik Pandya comes steaming in, bowls a shortish delivery, as Williamson tries to slash the ball. The ball
takes a thick edge, straight into the hands of keeper MS Dhoni. Danger man Williamson departs for 28 from
24 balls. That has put additional pressure on Williamson to do the scoring. Better effort needed here from the
Kiwis. Bowls a bit short to Williamson, as he rocks back, and pulls the ball for a four. The next delivery,
Williamson gets too ambitious and tries to place the ball over mid off. But the batsman mistimes it, as Kohli
gets his hand on the ball. New Zealand get another 10 from the over. Not much turn on offer for the spinner.
Both the batsmen account for five singles in the over. Then he directs the ball towards third man for a single.
He keeps it tight otherwise, and gives away six runs. But then he comes up with the perfect ball to dismiss
Munro. Aggressive Munro, searching for a fuller delivery is taken by surprise, as he sees the ball hitting the
stumps. That is strike two for India.
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New Zealand beat England by an innings and 49 runs Man of the Match: A change of length from Boult and
New Zealand get an early breakthrough. Just the start they were looking for and Boult delivers. Cook was
looking shaky from the start itself, not quite finding the middle of the willow. This time Boult serves him the
perfect length, around off and makes him play at it. More importantly, it was in the corridor of uncertainty.
The ball moves away a bit after pitching and Cook feels at it. He gets a thick outside edge and the ball flies to
second slip where Tom Latham gets a simple catch. Cook looks back and then with disbelief takes the long
walk back. New Zealand are all pumped up and why not? They know how crucial this wicket can be. England
are in a procession here! It is almost a carbon copy of the Malan wicket. This time Southee is the beneficiary.
Hurls this around the good length area from over the wicket. Thus, he got the angle that Boult is getting. He
ends up having a tame push at that. He is a pro and takes this one nicely with a dive low to his left. The Kiwis
are all over the English like a rash. Talk about the big two and both are back in the hut without creating
damage. Boult is on fire as he gets through the defense of the skipper. Length again, just shapes back just
enough and Root who looked to work it on the on side gets an inside edge and brushes his thigh pad before
shattering the stumps. A rare duck for the skipper and this is his third duck against the Kiwis. Deciding to bat
at number three has not worked for him and will now have to watch the rest of the innings from the dressing
room. Boult is bowling probing lines and lengths and this wicket is a just reward for the same. He lands this
on a length aiming at the off pole. It was around that good length zone. Malan should have come forward to
this one but opts to stay back. But the line is such that he HAS to play at it. Does so and only manages a nick.
The ball flies nicely to the left of Watling, who takes this with a dive to that side. At this point, it is good to
notice the fact that the New Zealand keeper is making his comeback to the side and hence, he diving and
taking this is laudable. Ben Stokes b Trent Boult 0 8 0 0 0 Boult has his tails up at the Eden Park. He lands it
on a length on off. Stokes does the cardinal sin of playing across the line. Misses the ball as he closes his bat
face early and the next scene is that of the ball knocking the stumps. England would have pinned their hopes
on him and now the big Ben walks back. Ahhh, another look shows how good the delivery was. It started from
outside off and moved in sharply, something which Stokes failed to anticipate. Tim Southee, you little beauty!
What a catch that is! He pitches this right up to Bairstow, inviting the drive. The Englishman is unable to resist
the temptation. Plays that loose drive straight back. Now comes the best part of this scalp. It goes back to
Southee, who, in his followthrough, gets low quickly and snaffles it to his left and then tumbles. Caught and
bowleds are never easy, more so for a pacer. Moeen Ali b Tim Southee 0 8 0 0 0 Familiar sight yet again!
Southee spears this full on off. Had Ali made contact with that, he could have taken it on the full. Misses the
ball completely as his bat was moving towards off while the ball curls back in to disturb the woodwork. Fourth
clean bowled in this England innings. Will they get to a quarter of a century, wonders our scoring colleague
here. Chris Woakes b Trent Boult 5 9 0 0 This is bowled full around off, it swings in viciously. Woakes is a
good enough batsman, we know. But this delivery is too good even for him. He looks to push it down the
ground but fails to counter the inward movement. One way traffic at the Eden Park as only bowlers seem to be
present here. Kane Williamson, you bird-ly human! Southee bowls this full again, Broad has his feet glued
inside the crease. In the second delivery of the over, he got it off the outer half towards gully, but safely. Here,
he has to walk back. He looks to drive from the crease and gets a thick outside edge. The ball flies towards
gully, almost past the fielder there. He is on the ground for a while and we were made to think that he fluffed
the chance. The end is nigh for the tourists now. Short in length outside off, Anderson has his weight on the
back foot and looks to guide it over point. Fails to get the elevation and he ends up playing it towards the man
there. Nicholls has to just leap a bit and grab that. Raval has to depart. Anderson strikes to the delight of his
teammates. Back of a length ball on middle and leg, Raval tries to defend it from the crease but gets an healthy
edge on it. The ball goes towards the keeper and Bairstow takes the easiest of catches. A wicket for England in
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the very first over after Dinner! The English muffins have helped England get the better of Latham. Bowls this
full on middle, Latham tries flicking this through mid-wicket but hits it uppishly a little square to the man in a
catching position there. Chris Woakes, the fielder, takes a regulation catch with no fuss. Latham was
disappointed with himself as soon as he played that shot. A big wicket for England as the run stand was
looking very promising. New Zealand are 34 ahead. Kane Williamson C lbw b James Anderson 11 1
Williamson gone, review gone as well! Anderson and the new ball, seldom has this pair failed to impress. He
lands it on a length outside off, it curves in after pitching. The movement inwards is a significant one and
hence, the well-set Williamson fails to counter that. He misses the defence and the ball strikes him flush on the
front pad. The dreaded finger is raised immediately. After a chat with his partner, Kane decides to take it
upstairs. It is seen that after striking the front pad, the ball hits his gloves. Counts for nothing as the Hawk Eye
returns three reds. The run stand is broken with New Zealand runs ahead. The Kiwi skipper walks back after a
wonderful knock. The change of ball has done the trick for England. After hitting a couple of boundaries in the
previous over he tries pulling this. The ball goes high and towards mid-wicket where Chris Woakes takes
another catch with a jump. Anderson gets his second.
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Nov 10, , Radha sends Kasperek back after being hit for two successive fours. Third wicket for Poonam
Yadav. Martin gone for Martin does the same as she whacks two fours off Deepti. Martin hits
two-back-to-back fours off Poonam. Deepti with a fine catch. Maddy Green gone for 2. Big wicket for India as
Reddy gets rid of Bates Bates tries to go over point but it ends up at backward point where Deepti takes a
sitter. Second wicket for Hemalatha as Satterthwaite departs after Veda holds an easy catch. Nine runs from
Radha over. Fifty for Suzie Bates. Two in two for Poonam. Watkin stumped by Bhatia for duck. Poonam
dismisses Devine to dent NZ chase. Devine hits a fine six over mid-wicket boundary. Nine runs from it. Seven
runs from Poonam Yadav over. Maiden wicket for debutant Hemalatha. Bates creates a room and scores a
boundary in an otherwise fine over by Deepti. Bates on a roll as she smashes two boundaries to maintain the
run-rate on the higher side. Bates hits a cracking four through extra cover off Deepti. Good over by Radha as
she gives away just two runs. Bates starts off with a four and Peterson finishes it off with a four too. This is
also the highest total in the history of the event. Harmanpreet departs after a fine knock of Harmanpreet is on
carnage as she clobbers two huge sixes. Watkin gets rid of Rodrigues for Two boundaries and a six as Kerr
concedes 17 runs from it. Another good over for India as 15 runs come from it. Rodrigues rises to the occasion
as she hits a ball Harmanpreet smashes a four and a six on consecutive balls off Kasperek. Harmanpreet
comes up with a gutsy knock as he races to ball Harmanpreet on fire as she hammers two sixes and a four off
Satterthwaite. Terrific boundary from Rodrigues keeps the scoreboard moving. Rodrigues hits a fine four
towards deep mid-wicket while Harmanpreet dispatches it towards long off boundary. Fifty runs partnership
between the too. Just five runs from the over as India inching closer to run mark. Harmanpreet is down on the
ground. She has got the hand on her tummy as the physio is out to attend her. Harmanpreet finally frees her
arms as she hits two sixes off Watkin. Harmanpreet dances down the track and whacks a juicy full toss over
mid-wicket boundary for the first six of the tournament. Rodrigues comes down the track and clobbers a
cracking four of Kerr through extra cover. Young Rodrigues picks up an edgy four off Devine. Skipper
Harmanpreet comes out in the middle and she has a big role to play. Four runs from it. India lose wicket No.
Hemalatha gone for Tahuhu pouches an easy catch at short fin leg. Kasperek with the wicket. Debutant
Hemalatha hits two back-to-back boundaries off Jensen to ease some pressure mounting on the team. Hayley
Jensen holds a blinder at deep square leg to send Mandhana back. Tahuhu picks up her second. Just three runs
from the over as India still looking for quick runs. Few loud appeals but new batswoman Rodrigues survives.
Early breakthrough for NZ as Tahuhu strikes early to clean up Bhatia. Bhatia gets off the mark, with a fine
glance on the leg-side, with a boundary and then hit one more off Watkin to give good start to the team. We
have to be positive. We are looking forward for the challenge. We are going to bat first. The wicket is looking
good to bat on. It might slow down later. We are playing with four spinners and later on it might help. We
have one medium pacer.
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Skipper Harmanpreet Kuar struck a historic ton while Hemalatha and Poonam Yadav ended with three wickets
each to power India to an emphatic win in the opener. Follow India-New Zealand live updates below - Riding
on century from Harmanpreet and three-wicket hauls from Hemalatha and Poonam, India cruised to the win in
Guyana. India are on the cusp of win now as NZ need 48 runs off 7 deliveries. Reddy concedes seven runs
from her over. But as things stand, India are on the verge of a big win. She is hitting the ball fiercely at the
moment and India will have to get rid of her soon. Although one would say that the target is still very far for
the Kiwis but it could change dramatically if Martin keeps on hitting like this. Hemalatha picks her third
wicket of the day and that too on her debut. The right-hander somehow managed to hit a full toss into the
hands of Deepti Sharma at point and she has to head back into the hut for NZ have lost their fourth wicket
now. Devine and Satterthwaite departs as NZ have lost three wickets now. India are firmly on top in the match
now. India need to pick wickets soon to put pressure on the Kiwis, who are batting rather comfortably at the
moment. She hits her sixth boundary of the innings off Poonam Yadav to move into her 40s. Hemalatha picks
her maiden T20I wicket as the right hander edges the ball into the hands of the keeper. Bates has hit five fours
thus far while as for Peterson, she has hit one four but is doing well to hold the innings from the other end. NZ
have crossed the run mark now. Bates hit her second four off the innings in the over as well. The openers are
building a good partnership here New Zealand need a partnership early on if they are to get closer to the
Indian target. Peterson also hit a boundary to get off the mark as Kiwis are off to a good start in the chase as
they rake in 11 runs off the first over. After a disastrous start, Kaur and Rodrigues 59 helped India to a very
formidable total in 20 overs. Time for Indian bowlers to shine now. She needs just 3 runs to compete her
maiden T20I ton now. The right hander was stumped after she missed the line of the delivery completely.
India are four down now. Harmanpreet slammed two boundaries in that over while Rodrigues also picked up
one. India have gone past the run mark and these two batters have put them on top. Rodrigues now takes the
aerial route and hits a boundary and then completes her half-century off 39 deliveries. India are firmly on top
at the moment. With five overs left to be played, India will be eyeing a big score in this clash. She celebrates
her getting past the fifty mark by hitting a huge six over long off boundary. She hits two huge sixes over
long-on off Satterthwaite and then on the last ball of the over, she hits a boundary in the same region. Stunning
batting from the India skipper. The strike rate of both batters is in the excess of as well. India cross now. Both
Harmanpreet and Rodrigues have been scoring runs at a good pace. Both the batters hit one boundary each in
the over from Tahuhu. India nearing now. Then, she hit the ball on the off-side and the ball sailed over the
cover boundary. The skipper is leading from the front. Medium pacer Devine bowled a yorker and it took and
edge off the bat of Rodrigues and went for a boundary towards fine leg. The right hander went for the sweep
shot but top edged the ball into the fielder at short fine leg. First wicket of the day for spinner Leigh Kasperek
Hemalatha hits back to back boundaries to make her intentions clear. The southpaw hit the ball on the up
towards square leg and Hayley Jensen picked a blinder at the rope. Second wicket of the day for Tahuhu. NZ
should have two more wickets as the LBW decisions went in favour of Rodrigues and Mandhana respectively
in second and third over. The right-arm bowler wrecked the off stump of the batter as India lose their first
wicket of the day. Then, she pulled the ball for the second four towards square leg. Good start for India. The
officials and players are also coming out on the ground now and the national anthems of both the teams will be
played ahead of the contest. We are playing with four spinners and later on it might help.
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This is going to be mighty difficult target to chase for White Ferns. We tried a lot of different options but it
was too late. We have three days to reset ourselves. Still the beginning and there is a long way to go, I feel we
need to improve a lot and that is something we will discuss. Knew that if I could settle down, I could go for
my shots. Jemimah played really well, she rotated the strike well. Still a lot of areas where I can improve and
will try to do that in the remaining games. Radha gets a wicket on the last ball as well, as Bhatia takes the
catch behind the stumps. But a stunning victory this from India and credit goes to Harmanpreet Kaur here.
Stunning innings from her as she became the first Indian woman to register a T20I hundred. India start their
campaign with a victory and this will help India going ahead in the tournament! They take this one by 34 runs
Radha finally gets a wicket, Kasperek has to walk back now. Dipti Sharma takes another stunner at long on as
she dives forward and gets both the hands on the ball to take the catch. The umpire had initially given not out
but India immediately ask for a review there, replays though show that the bat had hit the pitch there. Martin
survives for now The required run rate is 22 at the moment and New Zealand need 66 from the final 3 overs.
Hemalatha continues to have a dream debut here, Green looks to push the run rate here and looks to target the
leg-side there. Looks to sweep but gets a top edge there and it goes straight to Veda Krishnamurthy, who takes
a fine catch. Suzie Bates hits it straight down the ground and past the bowler for a boundary, this also helps
her complete the half-century. She knows that for White Ferns to have any hope, she will have to bat till the
end. Reaches the landmark off just 28 balls. And we all know That. Can we please get her wicket soon These
two are among the most experienced pairs for the White Ferns and will be looking to get NZ on track Sophie
Devine meanwhile has come out to the middle to join Suzie Bates Hemalatha gets a wicket, Peterson looks to
open the face of the bat but gets a small touch and thats an excellent start from Tanya Bhatia. Kept her hands
in the right position and held onto the ball. Spinners not exactly doing the job here for India at the moment.
They are scoring at more than 8 rpo here, and will be delighted with the effort.
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Harmanpreet Kaur scored off 51 balls as India defeated New Zealand by 34 runs in their first match of the
tournament. Varun Pandey Read Time: After a brilliant display with the bat, a combined bowling effort helped
India restrict New Zealand for nine in 20 overs. The Indian spinners, then bowled superbly in the middle
overs, not allowing the batters to score runs freely. The required run rate kept on increasing for New Zealand
and the batters eventually succumbed under the pressure. Suzie Bates 67 was the top scorer for the team.
Towards the end, Katey Martin 39 played a brilliant knock but failed to take her team across the line. Radha
Yadav and Arundhati Reddy were the other wicket takers for India. India win the opening match of WT20 ! A
fantastic match to kick off the tournament! Radha Yadav gets her second wicket on the final ball of the match.
She finishes with figures of two for Brilliant diving catch from Deepti Sharma at long on. Eighth wicket down
for New Zealand. Radha Yadav will bowl the final over of the match. New Zealand another require 44 runs to
win from the final six deliveries. Poonam Yadav gets her third wicket of the match. Dangerous Katey Martin
walks back after scoring 39 runs. Harmanpreet Kaur takes a simple catch at extra covers. Excellent delivery
from Arundhati Reddy to finish the over. Eight runs from it. New Zealand require another 58 runs from 12
balls. Original decision from the umpire is not out. She has indicated that there was some noise as the ball
passed the bat. But the replay clearly show that there was no bat involved. Review wasted for India. Eight-run
over from Pooman Yadav comes to an end. Katey Martin 19 and Leigh Kasperek 0 are out in the middle
fighting for New Zealand in the run chase. New Zealand require another 76 runs in 24 balls Another one bites
the dust for New Zealand. Sixth wicket down for New Zealand in the run chase. Deepti Sharma takes a
brilliant catch in the deep. Dayalan Hemalatha gets her third wicket of the match. Deepti Sharma at backward
points takes a simple catch. Dayalan Hemalatha strikes for India! Veda Krishnamurthy at square leg takes a
comfortable catch. Four and fifty comes up for Suzie Bates! Terrific knock under pressure from the
right-hander. Bates has held the fort from one end. Bates is now the leading run-scorer in Womens World
T20I cricket. Poonam Yadav misses out on a hat-trick. Bowls the hat-trick ball wide outside the off-stump.
New Zealand are in big trouble at the moment. After a brilliant start they have lost three wickets in quick
succession. Jess Watkin walks back without troubling the scorers. Poonam is on a hat-trick now. Poonam
Yadav strikes for India. Peterson walks back after scoring 14 runs. Five runs from it. Arundhati Reddy comes
back into the attack to replace Radha Yadav. Charges down the track against Radha Yadav and places the ball
beautifully in the mid-wicket region to collect her third boundary of the mach. This has been a solid start from
both the New Zealand openers. NZW after 3. Just two runs from her first over. First bowling change for India.
NZW after 2 overs. Boundary to end the over from Arundhati Reddy. NZW after 1 over. NZW after 0.
Arundhati Reddy will start the proceedings for India. Innings break - New Zealand require runs to win from
deliveries. Dot ball to end the 20th over. India score runs for the loss of five wickets. What a knock this has
been for the Indian skipper. Becomes the first Indian women to hit a century in T20I cricket. Takes a a couple
of runs on the leg side to get to the three figure-mark. Jess Watkin gets the much needed breakthrough for Ne
Zealand. Rodrigues walks back after scoring 59 runs. Another colossal strike from Harmanpreet Kaur.
Brilliant batting display from the Indian skipper. Run rate for India at the moment is 9. Can India cross the run
mark with three more overs to go? Hits the ball straight down the ground, collects two runs and gets to her
fourth half-century in T20Is. What a way to mark your WT20 debut! Jemimah Rodrigues gets to her fifty off
39 balls! Another colossal strike from the Indian skipper. What a knock this has been from the Indian skipper.
Takes a single down the ground to get to her seventh half-century in T20I cricket. Three boundaries and four
sixes in her run knock. Boundary to end the over from Amy Satterthwaite. Terrific timing on that occasion
from the Indian skipper. Another big hit from the Indian skipper Harmanpreet Kaur. The ball clears the rope
with ease. Seven-run over from Amelia Kerr comes to an end. Another bowling change for New Zealand.
All-rounder Sophie Devine will bowl from the other end. Another one bites the dust. India are three down
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now. Hayley Jensen struggling with her line in the first over. IND after 5 overs. Hayley Jensen takes an
absolute blinder in the deep. Times it superbly but Jensen takes a stunning catch at the boundary line. Both the
openers are now back in the pavilion for India. Tahuhu grabs her second wicket of the match. IND after 3.
Places the ball perfectly between the point and the cover fielder to collect her first boundary of the match. Five
runs and a wicket from it. Leigh Kasperek replaces Jess Watkin at the other end. India lose their first wicket.
Chapter 9 : 5th ODI Match, India vs New Zealand (29 Oct ) - Cricket Scores
England in New Zealand, Live Score - Full scorecard, England in New Zealand, cricket score and updates. with
complete cricket scorecard details, India and international at calendrierdelascience.com
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